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High Contrast, Direct Imaging: a powerful technique!

Gemini/GPI
Wang et al. 2016

Direct measurement, orbital motion, colors: the  ! Pictoris debris disk & ~10-12 MJup planet  

VLT/NACO & SPHERE

New Horizons flyby
http://pluto.jhuapl.edu/

New Horizons, the first mission since Voyager to launch to an 
unexplored planet. http://www.ourpluto.org/ Wang et al. 2016

Bonnefoy et al. 

2013

Lagrange et al. 
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High Contrast, Direct Imaging: a powerful technique!

Gemini/GPI

Wang et al. 2016

Low-resolution spectra: 51 Eridani b planet ~2 MJup, ~700K

Macintosh et al. 2015, Rosa, R et al. 2015, Rajan et al. 2017



Coronagraphic studies with Hubble of exoplanets, brown dwarfs, and disks

Optical Images of an Exosolar
Planet 25 Light-Years from Earth
Paul Kalas,1* James R. Graham,1 Eugene Chiang,1,2 Michael P. Fitzgerald,3 Mark Clampin,4
Edwin S. Kite,2 Karl Stapelfeldt,5 Christian Marois,6 John Krist5

Fomalhaut, a bright star 7.7 parsecs (25 light-years) from Earth, harbors a belt of cold dust with a
structure consistent with gravitational sculpting by an orbiting planet. Here, we present optical
observations of an exoplanet candidate, Fomalhaut b. Fomalhaut b lies about 119 astronomical units (AU)
from the star and 18 AU of the dust belt, matching predictions of its location. Hubble Space Telescope
observations separated by 1.73 years reveal counterclockwise orbital motion. Dynamical models of the
interaction between the planet and the belt indicate that the planet’s mass is at most three times that of
Jupiter; a higher mass would lead to gravitational disruption of the belt, matching predictions of its location.
The flux detected at 0.8 mm is also consistent with that of a planet with mass no greater than a few times
that of Jupiter. The brightness at 0.6 mm and the lack of detection at longer wavelengths suggest that
the detected flux may include starlight reflected off a circumplanetary disk, with dimension comparable
to the orbits of the Galilean satellites. We also observe variability of unknown origin at 0.6 mm.

About 15% of nearby stars are surrounded
by smaller bodies that produce copious
amounts of fine dust via collisional ero-

sion (1). These “dusty debris disks” are analogs
to our Kuiper Belt and can be imaged directly
through the starlight they reflect or thermal
emission from their dust grains. Debris disks
may be gravitationally sculpted by more massive
objects; their structure gives indirect evidence
for the existence of accompanying planets [e.g.,
(2, 3)]. Fomalhaut, an A3V star 7.69 pc from
the Sun (4), is an excellent example: A planet
can explain the observed 15 AU offset between
the star and the geometric center of the belt,
as well as the sharp truncation of the belt’s inner
edge (3, 5–7). With an estimated age of 100 to
300 million years (My) (8), any planet around
Fomalhaut would still be radiating its forma-
tion heat and would be amenable to direct de-
tection. The main observational challenge is that
Fomalhaut is one of the brightest stars in the
sky (apparent visual magnitude mV = 1.2 mag);
to detect a planet around it requires the use of
specialized techniques such as coronagraphy to
artificially eclipse the star and suppress scattered
and diffracted light.

Detection of Fomalhaut b. Coronagraphic
observations with the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) in 2004 produced the first optical im-
age of Fomalhaut’s dust belt and detected sev-

eral faint sources near Fomalhaut (6). Fomalhaut’s
proper motion across the sky is 0.425 arc sec
per year in the southeast direction, which means
that objects that are in the background will ap-
pear to move northwest relative to the star. To

find common proper motion candidate sources,
we observed Fomalhaut with the Keck II 10-m
telescope in 2005 and with HST in 2006 (9). In
May 2008, a comprehensive data analysis re-
vealed that Fomalhaut b is physically associated
with the star and displays orbital motion. Follow-
up observations were then conducted at Gemini
Observatory at 3.8 mm (9).

Fomalhaut b was confirmed as a real astro-
physical object in six independent HST obser-
vations at two optical wavelengths (0.6 mm and
0.8 mm; Fig. 1 and table S1). It is comoving
with Fomalhaut, except for a 0.184 T 0.022 arc
sec (1.41 T 0.17 AU) offset between 2004 and
2006 (DT = 1.73 years) corresponding to 0.82 T
0.10 AU year−1 projected motion relative to
Fomalhaut (9). If Fomalhaut b has an orbit
that is coplanar and nested within the dust
belt, then its semimajor axis is a ≈ 115 AU,
close to that predicted by Quillen (7). An object
with a = 115 AU in near-circular Keplerian
motion around a star with mass 2.0 times that
of the Sun has an orbital period of 872 years
and a circular speed of 3.9 km s–1. The six
Keplerian orbital elements are unconstrained
by measurements at only two epochs; however,
by comparing the deprojected space velocity
(5.5–0.7

+1.1 km s–1) with the circular speed, we
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Fig. 1. HST coronagraphic image of Fomalhaut at 0.6 mm, showing the location of Fomalhaut b (white
square) 12.7 arc sec radius from the star and just within the inner boundary of the dust belt. All the other
apparent objects in the field are either background stars and galaxies or false positives. The fainter lower half
of the dust belt lies behind the sky plane. To obtain an orientation with north up and east left, this figure
should be rotated 66.0° counterclockwise. The yellow circlemarks the location of the star behind the occulting
spot. The yellow ellipse has a semimajor axis of 30 AU at Fomalhaut (3.9 arc sec) that corresponds to the orbit of
Neptune in our solar system. The inset is a composite image showing the location of Fomalhaut b in 2004 and
2006 relative to Fomalhaut. Bounding Fomalhaut b are two elliptical annuli that are identical to those shown
for Fomalhaut’s dust belt (6), except that here the inner and outer annuli have semimajor axes of 114.2 and
115.9 AU, respectively. The motion of Fomalhaut b therefore appears to be nested within the dust belt.
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Fomalhaut                 Kalas et al. 2008

TW Hya          Debes et al. 
HD 61005                    Schneider et al. 2014

Because the coronagraphic spots shifted during launch, the
prelaunch coronagraphic flat fields could not be applied
directly to our images. Moreover, on-orbit flat fields were
not available. Consequently, we constructed suitable flat
fields by shifting the coronagraphic illumination pattern
(including the occulting spot shadows) within the prelaunch
flat fields. The flattened images were then combined using a
standard cosmic-ray rejection algorithm.

The calibrated images of HD 141569A reveal the presence
of the disk, but the coronagraphic PSF still dominates the
images (Fig. 1). The coronagraph effectively suppresses the
diffracted light below the level of scattered light caused by
midfrequency surface errors in HST’s mirrors. The occult-
ing spot itself diffracts light into a concentrated area around
the perimeter of the imaged spot. Because the corona-
graphic PSF is stable, most of this residual light can be sub-
tracted using an image of a suitable reference star,
improving the contrast.

Techniques for subtracting HRC coronagraphic PSFs are
described by Krist et al. (2002) and summarized in the ACS
Instrument Handbook (Pavlovsky et al. 2002). Because the
positions of the occulting spots in the image plane are not
static, optimal PSF subtraction can be achieved only when
images of the target and spectrally similar reference stars are
recorded contemporaneously. Previous studies of HD
141569A’s disk with the Near Infrared Camera and Multi-
Object Spectrometer (NICMOS; W99; A99) and the Space
Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS; M01) employed
PSF subtraction, usually with a single reference star. W99
used three reference stars observed at various times and
selected the one that provided the best subtraction. Because
the ERO program produced the first on-orbit images taken
with the HRC coronagraph, we are limited to using one set
of reference-star images for PSF subtraction.

We observed the reference star HD 129433 immediately
after HD 141569A. Both stars have the same spectral type,
but HD 129433 is less reddened (B!V = !0.01 vs. 0.09).
The images of HD 129433 were normalized to, aligned with,
and subtracted from the corresponding images of HD
141569A (Figs. 1 and 2). Normalization and alignment of
the HD 129433 images were achieved by simultaneously
and iteratively scaling and shifting using cubic convolution
interpolation. Convergence was achieved when the subtrac-
tion residuals were visually minimized. Alignment of the
images is accurate to within "0.05 pixels ("0>0013). The
normalizations of the corresponding images are accurate to
within 2%. This normalization error corresponds to photo-
metric errors of 0.02 and 0.1 mag arcsec!2 in the brightest
and faintest regions of the disk, respectively. With only one
available reference star, we cannot quantify the subtraction
errors caused by mismatches of the stars’ colors or time-
dependent PSF variations.

The largest residuals in each PSF-subtracted image
appear at the perimeter of the occulting spot, where the PSF
is most sensitive to star-to-spot registration. These residuals
force the exclusion of data within#1>2 (120 AU) of the star.
Radial streaks caused by mismatches in registration, color,
and focus also appear in the subtracted images. The F814W
images are the most affected by residuals, probably because
of large star-to-spot misalignments. After correcting for
geometric distortion and rotating to a common orientation,
the images for each filter were combined so that the final
images reflected the smallest subtraction residuals from
each of the constituent images (Fig. 3).
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HD 141569A - HD 129433

HD 129433

HD 141569A
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(b)
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Fig. 1.—(a) HRC coronagraph image of HD 141569A through an
F606W filter without PSF subtraction but corrected for geometric
distortion. (b) Similar image of reference star HD 129433. (c) Image of
HD 141569A’s circumstellar disk after PSF subtraction. The images are
displayed using a square-root stretch.
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HD 141569     Clampin et al. 2003 HR 8799
Soummer et al. 2011

AB Aur               Perrin et al. 2009



Gallery, courtesy of H. Avenhaus (SPHERE J-band, Polarized scattered light, FWHM ~ 35-50 mas)

Coronagraphic images of disks in scattered light from the ground



Possible
but with  
great difficulty 
and around  
very bright  
& young 
stars

HR 8799
LBT 3.1 µm
Skemer et al. 2014

HD 95086 b
VLT 3.8 µm
Rameau et al. 2013

A.-L. Maire et al.: The LEECH Exoplanet Imaging Survey. Further constraints on the HR 8799 planet architecture

Table 1. Log of the observations.

Object Obs. date (UT) Seeing (00) Air mass start/end DIT (s) NDIT Nexp Ndith �PA (�) Remarks
⇥1 Ori C 2013/10/24 0.95–1.00 1.50–1.47 0.029 30 10 12 1.728 Unsaturated
HR 8799 2013/10/21 0.70–1.10 1.05–1.15 0.291 3 7223 – 107 Saturated

Notes. The seeing is the value measured by the LBT di↵erential image motion monitor (DIMM) in the same direction on sky as the target. DIT
(Detector Integration Time) refers to the exposure time per coadd, NDIT (Number of Detector InTegrations) to the number of coadds for a single
frame, Nexp to the number of frames per dither pattern, Ndith to the number of dither patterns, and �PA to the amplitude of the parallactic rotation.

HR 8799 (L0 = 5.220± 0.018, Hinz et al. 2010) was observed
on October 21st UT with the “DX” side of the telescope at two
di↵erent nods simultaneously. We selected the individual expo-
sure time so that the readout noise is kept below the sky back-
ground. The star is thus saturated on the detector. After apply-
ing frame selection, distortion correction, cosmetic removal, sky
subtraction, 2⇥2 binning, and frame registration (using cross-
correlation), the data are processed using our implementation
of the principal component analysis approach (PCA, Soummer
et al. 2012; Amara & Quanz 2012). Figure 1 shows the result-
ing image. Planets bcde are detected with signal-to-noise ratio
81, 154, 62, and 32 (see below for the method used for the noise
estimation). Immediately after observing HR 8799, we observed
another star, HIP 18859, in the same mode as HR 8799 but with a
calibrated 1% neutral density filter. When observing a bright star
in the L

0 band, the LMIRCam PSF is very stable, so this photo-
metric standard is more than adequate to approximate the rela-
tively low signal-to-noise core of an exoplanet. Since the point-
source self-subtraction of angular di↵erential imaging biases the
astrometric and photometric measurements, we calibrate these
e↵ects using injection of synthetic point sources (based on the
measured PSF) with di↵erent brightness and insertion positions
into the pre-processed data (Skemer et al. 2012). More precisely,
we insert negative artificial planets (Marois et al. 2010a; Bon-
nefoy et al. 2011) at the positions of the real planets in the pre-
processed data before performing the di↵erential imaging part
of the data analysis. This is repeated as part of a Levenberg-
Marquardt fit (Markwardt 2009)1 until the flux at the positions
of the true planets is minimized. The procedure minimizes the
planet flux over an annulus centered on the star with a radius
equal to the planet separation and a width of 0.300. Using an an-
nulus for the minimization zone instead of an aperture around
the planet PSF has negligible e↵ects on the results of the mini-
mization process because a planet signal spans a small region of
the annulus. The Levenberg-Marquardt code outputs error bars,
based on the cross-correlation matrix and the number of free pa-
rameters (i.e. the number of resolution elements) in the annulus.

We construct a contrast curve (discussed in Sect. 5) using the
pre-processed frames with HR 8799 bcde artificially removed.
At every radius, we insert a fake planet in these data and perform
a complete re-reduction, iterating until we reach a 5-� detection2

(our nominal contrast benchmark). For each separation to the
star, the noise level is estimated using the standard deviation of
the intensity of the pixels at this separation. For the derivation
of the signal-to-noise of the planets, the noise level is scaled to

1 http://purl.com/net/mpfit.
2 As recently discussed in Mawet et al. (2014), the confidence level
associated to a given � threshold decreases when the separation de-
creases, due to the small sample statistics of the noise realizations. For
the separation range considered in this work (&2 �/D), it is superior to
the confidence level corresponding to a 3-� gaussian threshold.
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Fig. 1. LMIRCam image in L
0 band of the HR 8799 multiple-planet

system. The field of view is ⇠400. The point-spread function is subtracted
using our PCA pipeline (see text). The image is binned (2⇥2 binning).
The intensity scale is linear.

the same aperture size (1 �/D) used to estimate the flux of the
fake planets assuming white noise. We repeat this analysis at
eight position angles for every radius, and average the results to
suppress random speckle error.

3. Astrometric analysis

3.1. The ⇥1 Ori C field

The stellar positions in the images are derived using the cen-
troid IDL routine cntrd3 adapted from the DAOphot software
(Stetson 1987). For the catalog positions, we use the astrometry
published in Close et al. (2012), based on LBT/PISCES obser-
vations acquired on October 16th, 2011, which is referenced to
the HST/ACS observations of Ricci et al. (2008). In each of the
dithered frames of the observing sequence (Sect. 2), we select
typically 3–4 stars with signal-to-noise ratios greater than 10 for
the calibration. We use all the available stellar pairs for the anal-
ysis.

Combining the results obtained for the whole dataset, we de-
rive forty individual measurements for the platescale and the true
north orientation with respect to the detector y-axis (counted

3 http://idlastro.gsfc.nasa.gov/ftp/pro/idlphot/.

Article number, page 3 of 10

HR 8799
LBT 3.8 µm
Maire et al. 2014
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Fig. 2.— Left panel: Final image (average of the Nov. 1 and 2 data) after subtracting the
background noise with our new LOCI-based algorithm and the speckle noise with a basic
median. Right panel: Same reduction, but using a classical median background subtraction.
We applied an unsharp mask (median in a 4× 4λ/D box) on the two images and then con-
volved them by a 0.5λ/D width Gaussian. The two panels have the same linear intensity
scale and FOV. North is up and East is left. Central panel: 3σ radial contrast noise pro-
files of our resulting median-combined images after subtracting the background with LOCI
processing (black full line) or a median (red dashed line). Planets b, c and d fluxes are also
plotted with 1σ error bars along with the planet e flux upper limit.

Without the LOCI background subtrac-
tion, none of the planets would have been
detected (right panel, signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) for d is less than 2). With the LOCI
background subtraction, HR 8799b, c and
d are detected (left panel, 3 to 8 SNR).
Planet e non-detection is probably due to
both sequences not being acquired through
transit, thus limiting the amount of speckle
noise being removed at small separations
from the median subtraction. We tried
to apply a more advanced LOCI algo-
rithm (Lafrenière et al. 2007; Marois et al.
2008b, 2010b) to improve the speckle re-
duction, but as the FOV rotation ranges
were small for both nights, no contrast gain
was achieved.

4. Data analysis

Planet fluxes and positions were ob-
tained by subtracting the planets prior
to the speckle reduction using the stel-
lar unsaturated PSF as the template. We
also tried subtracting the companions prior
to the LOCI-background algorithm and
we have confirmed that no bias is intro-
duced by this technique (final flux varia-
tions smaller than 0.07%). The subtrac-
tion was iterated by moving the planet
template and changing its intensity until a
minimal noise residual at the planet’s loca-
tion was achieved (inside a 1.5 λ/D radius
area; Tab. 1 for the resulting magnitudes).
Photometric error bars were calculated
in λ/D width annulus. As expected from
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Fig. 2.— Left panel: Final image (average of the Nov. 1 and 2 data) after subtracting the
background noise with our new LOCI-based algorithm and the speckle noise with a basic
median. Right panel: Same reduction, but using a classical median background subtraction.
We applied an unsharp mask (median in a 4× 4λ/D box) on the two images and then con-
volved them by a 0.5λ/D width Gaussian. The two panels have the same linear intensity
scale and FOV. North is up and East is left. Central panel: 3σ radial contrast noise pro-
files of our resulting median-combined images after subtracting the background with LOCI
processing (black full line) or a median (red dashed line). Planets b, c and d fluxes are also
plotted with 1σ error bars along with the planet e flux upper limit.

Without the LOCI background subtrac-
tion, none of the planets would have been
detected (right panel, signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) for d is less than 2). With the LOCI
background subtraction, HR 8799b, c and
d are detected (left panel, 3 to 8 SNR).
Planet e non-detection is probably due to
both sequences not being acquired through
transit, thus limiting the amount of speckle
noise being removed at small separations
from the median subtraction. We tried
to apply a more advanced LOCI algo-
rithm (Lafrenière et al. 2007; Marois et al.
2008b, 2010b) to improve the speckle re-
duction, but as the FOV rotation ranges
were small for both nights, no contrast gain
was achieved.

4. Data analysis

Planet fluxes and positions were ob-
tained by subtracting the planets prior
to the speckle reduction using the stel-
lar unsaturated PSF as the template. We
also tried subtracting the companions prior
to the LOCI-background algorithm and
we have confirmed that no bias is intro-
duced by this technique (final flux varia-
tions smaller than 0.07%). The subtrac-
tion was iterated by moving the planet
template and changing its intensity until a
minimal noise residual at the planet’s loca-
tion was achieved (inside a 1.5 λ/D radius
area; Tab. 1 for the resulting magnitudes).
Photometric error bars were calculated
in λ/D width annulus. As expected from
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HR 8799
Keck 4.7 µm
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M. Bonnefoy et al.: The near-infrared spectral energy distribution of � Pictoris b

tegration time was chosen to saturate the core of the flux distribu-
tion of � Pictoris over a radius of ⇠150 mas. This and the choice
of the appropriate reading mode (double rd rstd) ensured we had
the necessary detector dynamics to detect the companion. The
star was dithered (±3” amplitude) through the instrument field-
of-view every 200 exposures (1 second) during the observations
to perform a first order subtraction of bad pixels, detector bias,
and background. We took 8 additional 100⇥0.5s unsaturated ex-
posures of the star with a neutral density (ND short) before and
after the sequence of saturated images. These data were later
used for the calibration of the flux and position of � Pictoris b.

We repeated this sequence with the H band filter
(�c = 1.66 µm; width = 0.33 µm) on December 18, 2011. The
parallactic angle variation is close to the one of the J band se-
quence (22.9� variation of field orientation).

We obtained second epoch observations of � Pictoris in the
H band on January 11, 2012. These observations benefited from
excellent atmospheric conditions and increased field rotation
(34.6�). We lowered the exposure time to 0.4s to maintain the
saturated area to separations shorter than 70 mas. The star was
kept at a fixed position in the instrument field of view (no dither-
ing). We recorded a series of sky frames at the end of the se-
quence to subtract the bias and remove hot pixels. The suppres-
sion of telescope o↵sets and point-spread function (PSF) drifts
previously observed when tracking the pupil through meridian
(see the NaCo user manual version 91.0) improve the stability of
the PSF and simplify the registration of individual frames (see
Section 3). Two sequences of 8⇥150⇥0.2s unstaturated expo-
sures of the star were taken at the begining/end of the sequence
for the estimation of the photometry and the astrometry.

We finally collected a sequence of M’ band
(�c = 4.78 µm; width = 0.59 µm) saturated exposures (184
datacubes with 300 frames each and 0.065s individual integra-
tion times) of the star on November 26, 2012 in pupil-stabilized
mode. The L27 camera (⇠27.12 mas/pixel) was used for these
observations. We recorded 8 non-saturated exposures with a
neutral density (ND long) before/after the sequence with a
higher integration time (0.1 and 0.13s respectively) for the same
purpose as above. The median observing conditions were de-
graded compared to the J and H band observations. Nevertheless,
the observations benefited from the improved Strehl ratio and
point-spread function stability at these wavelengths.

3. Data processing

3.1. Initial steps

Each dataset is composed of a sequence of raw datacubes con-
taining 100 to 300 frames each (see Table 1). We reduced the
data using two independent pipelines (Lagrange et al. 2010;
Bonnefoy et al. 2011; Boccaletti et al. 2012; Chauvin et al. 2012;
Lagrange et al. 2012a; Milli et al. 2012). Pipelines first apply
basic cosmetic steps to all frames (sky subtraction, flat fielding,
bad pixel interpolation) contained in each raw cubes. They use
weighted bi-dimensional Mo↵at fitting to find the position of the
saturated star for each exposures and center it in the field of view.
The parallactic and hour angles associated to each frame is com-
puted using the Universal Time corresponding to the first and last
exposures contained in each raw cube respectively1. Frames with
low encircled energy and small saturated area are flagged and re-

1 We retrieve the sideral time at Paranal (LST) from the Universal
Time. The LST and target coordinate is used to derive the hour angle.
The hour angle is then converted to parallactic angle.

Fig. 1. Re-detection of � Pictoris b in the J (upper-left panel)
band, in the first epoch (upper-right panel) and second epoch
(lower-left panel) H band observations, and in the M’ band
(lower-right panel). Arrows indicate the planet position.

moved from the datacube. The datacube are then binned tempo-
rally and placed in a final master cube. The master cube and the
list of parallactic angles are used as input of routines which ap-
ply the classical-ADI (CADI; also often called “median-ADI”),
radial-ADI (RADI; Marois et al. 2006), and LOCI (Lafrenière
et al. 2007) algorithms to remove the flux distribution of the
star. We also checked our results for three of the most favorable
datasets (see Table 1) with the innovative algorithm of Soummer
et al. (2012) based on Principal Component Analysis (KLIP).

3.2. Photometry and astrometry

� Pictoris b is detected in the J band with the RADI, LOCI, and
KLIP algorithms (see Figure 1). We also retrieved the planet in
our two epochs H band data and single epoch M’ band data. We
find nominal SNR of 8, 17, 23, and 11 with LOCI on the three
set of data (for separation criteria of 1.00, 1.00, 0.75, and 0.5
⇥FWHM respectively). To compute these SNR, we measured
the signal in a circular aperture (3-pixels in radius) centered on
the planet. The noise per pixel was estimated on a ring at the
same radius (but excluding the planet) and translated to the same
surface as the circular aperture (quadratically).

The position and flux of the planet is a↵ected by the in-
evitable partial point source self-subtraction occuring in ADI
(Lafrenière et al. 2007; Marois et al. 2010a; Bonnefoy et al.
2011). We estimated the level of self-subtraction injecting ar-
tificial planets in the raw frames built from renormalized unsatu-
rated exposures of the star taken before and after the sequence of
saturated exposures. We first injected artificial planets at seven
di↵erent position angles (256, 301, 346, 31, 76, 121, and 166�)
and di↵erent positive fluxes (flux ratio from 1⇥ 10�5 to 1⇥ 10�4

for the J band, and 5 ⇥ 10�5 to 1.5 ⇥ 10�4 for the H band) at the
guessed planet separation in the raw J and H band data and ap-
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M. Bonnefoy et al.: The near-infrared spectral energy distribution of � Pictoris b

tegration time was chosen to saturate the core of the flux distribu-
tion of � Pictoris over a radius of ⇠150 mas. This and the choice
of the appropriate reading mode (double rd rstd) ensured we had
the necessary detector dynamics to detect the companion. The
star was dithered (±3” amplitude) through the instrument field-
of-view every 200 exposures (1 second) during the observations
to perform a first order subtraction of bad pixels, detector bias,
and background. We took 8 additional 100⇥0.5s unsaturated ex-
posures of the star with a neutral density (ND short) before and
after the sequence of saturated images. These data were later
used for the calibration of the flux and position of � Pictoris b.

We repeated this sequence with the H band filter
(�c = 1.66 µm; width = 0.33 µm) on December 18, 2011. The
parallactic angle variation is close to the one of the J band se-
quence (22.9� variation of field orientation).

We obtained second epoch observations of � Pictoris in the
H band on January 11, 2012. These observations benefited from
excellent atmospheric conditions and increased field rotation
(34.6�). We lowered the exposure time to 0.4s to maintain the
saturated area to separations shorter than 70 mas. The star was
kept at a fixed position in the instrument field of view (no dither-
ing). We recorded a series of sky frames at the end of the se-
quence to subtract the bias and remove hot pixels. The suppres-
sion of telescope o↵sets and point-spread function (PSF) drifts
previously observed when tracking the pupil through meridian
(see the NaCo user manual version 91.0) improve the stability of
the PSF and simplify the registration of individual frames (see
Section 3). Two sequences of 8⇥150⇥0.2s unstaturated expo-
sures of the star were taken at the begining/end of the sequence
for the estimation of the photometry and the astrometry.

We finally collected a sequence of M’ band
(�c = 4.78 µm; width = 0.59 µm) saturated exposures (184
datacubes with 300 frames each and 0.065s individual integra-
tion times) of the star on November 26, 2012 in pupil-stabilized
mode. The L27 camera (⇠27.12 mas/pixel) was used for these
observations. We recorded 8 non-saturated exposures with a
neutral density (ND long) before/after the sequence with a
higher integration time (0.1 and 0.13s respectively) for the same
purpose as above. The median observing conditions were de-
graded compared to the J and H band observations. Nevertheless,
the observations benefited from the improved Strehl ratio and
point-spread function stability at these wavelengths.

3. Data processing

3.1. Initial steps

Each dataset is composed of a sequence of raw datacubes con-
taining 100 to 300 frames each (see Table 1). We reduced the
data using two independent pipelines (Lagrange et al. 2010;
Bonnefoy et al. 2011; Boccaletti et al. 2012; Chauvin et al. 2012;
Lagrange et al. 2012a; Milli et al. 2012). Pipelines first apply
basic cosmetic steps to all frames (sky subtraction, flat fielding,
bad pixel interpolation) contained in each raw cubes. They use
weighted bi-dimensional Mo↵at fitting to find the position of the
saturated star for each exposures and center it in the field of view.
The parallactic and hour angles associated to each frame is com-
puted using the Universal Time corresponding to the first and last
exposures contained in each raw cube respectively1. Frames with
low encircled energy and small saturated area are flagged and re-

1 We retrieve the sideral time at Paranal (LST) from the Universal
Time. The LST and target coordinate is used to derive the hour angle.
The hour angle is then converted to parallactic angle.

Fig. 1. Re-detection of � Pictoris b in the J (upper-left panel)
band, in the first epoch (upper-right panel) and second epoch
(lower-left panel) H band observations, and in the M’ band
(lower-right panel). Arrows indicate the planet position.

moved from the datacube. The datacube are then binned tempo-
rally and placed in a final master cube. The master cube and the
list of parallactic angles are used as input of routines which ap-
ply the classical-ADI (CADI; also often called “median-ADI”),
radial-ADI (RADI; Marois et al. 2006), and LOCI (Lafrenière
et al. 2007) algorithms to remove the flux distribution of the
star. We also checked our results for three of the most favorable
datasets (see Table 1) with the innovative algorithm of Soummer
et al. (2012) based on Principal Component Analysis (KLIP).

3.2. Photometry and astrometry

� Pictoris b is detected in the J band with the RADI, LOCI, and
KLIP algorithms (see Figure 1). We also retrieved the planet in
our two epochs H band data and single epoch M’ band data. We
find nominal SNR of 8, 17, 23, and 11 with LOCI on the three
set of data (for separation criteria of 1.00, 1.00, 0.75, and 0.5
⇥FWHM respectively). To compute these SNR, we measured
the signal in a circular aperture (3-pixels in radius) centered on
the planet. The noise per pixel was estimated on a ring at the
same radius (but excluding the planet) and translated to the same
surface as the circular aperture (quadratically).

The position and flux of the planet is a↵ected by the in-
evitable partial point source self-subtraction occuring in ADI
(Lafrenière et al. 2007; Marois et al. 2010a; Bonnefoy et al.
2011). We estimated the level of self-subtraction injecting ar-
tificial planets in the raw frames built from renormalized unsatu-
rated exposures of the star taken before and after the sequence of
saturated exposures. We first injected artificial planets at seven
di↵erent position angles (256, 301, 346, 31, 76, 121, and 166�)
and di↵erent positive fluxes (flux ratio from 1⇥ 10�5 to 1⇥ 10�4

for the J band, and 5 ⇥ 10�5 to 1.5 ⇥ 10�4 for the H band) at the
guessed planet separation in the raw J and H band data and ap-
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Bonnefoy et al. 2013
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Fig. 3.— Final starlight-subtracted images of data taken in the LNB6, LNB7, and LNB8

filters.
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LBT 4.0 µm
Skemer et al. 2015
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51 Eridani b
Keck 3.8 µm
Macintosh et al. 2015

2M 1207
MagAO 3.3 µm

Skemer et al. 2014

examples of 3 to 5 µm exoplanet imaging from the ground

Possible
but with  
great difficulty 
and around  
very bright  
& young 
stars



i.e Coronagraphy & High Contrast Imaging of QSOs
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Complementarity Ground Space, great era for Direct Imaging 

Space with HST, JWST, WFIRST 
Incomparable sensitivity & stability,
field of view (@diffraction limit)
PSF homogeneity
No atmospheric bands 

Ground with eXtreme Adaptive Optics:  
spatial resolution (best IWA)  

& spectral resolutions (huge instruments) 
multiplexing, upgrades, Imaging, Interferometry  

ELTs, ALMA (sub-mm), VLTI & CHARA (0.7 - 5µm)



JWST: dramatically better sensitivity > 1.5 µm

In background limited regime 
(i.e beyond ~1”)

~ 100 x more sensitive at 2 µm

 ~1000 x more sensitive at 4 µm

~ 30 x more sensitive than 
Spitzer at 10 µm  
and with better angular 
resolution

http://jist.stsci.edu

New Tool to explore sensitivity  
(though no HCI)

http://jwsthelp.stsci.edu


IWA

CONTRAST, SENSITIVITY

+ free floating 
super-jupiters

Direct imaging

Transit

µlensing

Pulsar 
Timing

Radial Velocity

Semi-major axis (AU)

M
as

s 
(M

Ju
p) 

Exoplanet census & detection techniques



Great complementarity ground/space, great era for direct imaging 

Figure 1: Exoplanet contrast vs. angular separation.4 Contrast (ratio of planet brightness to
host star brightness) versus angular separation. The filled orange circles indicate the direct imaging of
young, self-luminous planets imaged in the near-infrared by ground-based telescopes. Contrasts for the
planets of the Solar System are for analogous planets placed 10 pc away. The solid black dots are contrast
estimates of measured radial velocity planets. The solid orange curves show measured performance of
ground-based coronagraphs: the GPI curve shows typical performance, while the SPHERE curve shows
the best achieved performance to-date on Sirius. Achieved performance with HST/ACS coronagraphic
masks, and the predicted performance of JWST/NIRCam masks are also shown. The dashed orange
curve assumes future ELTs will reach 10�8 contrast at 0.03 arcsec.3 Planets discovered in the near-
infrared are shown with vertical arrows pointing to the predicted contrast ratios at visible wavelengths.

3

Ground with  
eXtreme Adaptive Optics:  
spatial (best IWA)  
& spectral resolutions,  
multiplexing, upgrades 

Space
Incomparable sensitivity, 
& stability,
field of view
PSF homogeneity
No atmospheric bands 
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NIRCam & MIRI Coronagraphy in the JWST Focal Plane
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NIRCam & MIRI Coronagraphy in the JWST Focal Plane
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JWST NIRCam Coronagraphs

Name Shape Inner Working Angle Wavelength Range

MASK210R round 0.40” 1.8 - 2.2 µm

MASKSWB bar 0.13 - 0.40” 1.8 - 2.2 µm

MASK335R round 0.63” 2.5 - 4.1 µm

MASK430R round 0.81” 2.5 - 4.6 µm

MASKLWB bar 0.29 - 0.88” 2.5 - 4.8 µm

5 Lyot coronagraphs, pseudo band-
limited with soft-edged grayscale occulters

Round occulters provide 360º azimuthal 
coverage for disk observations and planet 
searches 

Relatively large (HWHM = 0.4-0.8”): 
optimized for 6 λ/D at λ= 2.1, 3.3, 4.3  

Bar occulters provide allow selection of 
inner working angle to match wavelength. 
Optimized for 4 λ/D. Each filter has its own  
location along the wedge

Lyot stops suppress PSF wing diffraction. 
Throughput = 19%

Coronagraph optics are outside the FOV 
during normal imaging observations



NIRCam & MIRI Coronagraphy in the JWST Focal Plane
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Currently SW and LW data cannot be saved 
simultaneously

It may change in later cycles 



Most NIRCam filters are available for coronagraphy

SW filters below 1.8 µm unavailable 
Coronagraph mask anti-reflection coating 
has low throughput for λ < 1.8 µm

LW narrow band filters unavailable 
as installed in same pupil wheel  

as the coronagraph Lyot stops

Filter

F182M H2O, CH4

F187N Paschen Alpha

F200W continuum 

F210M H2O, CH4

F212N H2

F250M continuum, CH4

F277W continuum

F300M H2O ice

F322W2 double-wide, max sensitivity

F335M PAH, CH4

F360M continuum

F410M continuum

F430M CO2, N2

F444W continuum

F460M CO

F480M CO



NIRCam is well suited for characterizing substellar companions & disks
Figure 1: Combined spectra of Pluto and Charon from Keck and Subaru (Olkin et al. 2007).
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Figure 2: Laboratory reflectance spectra of water and CO2 ice and Tholins and the filter
throughput curves of NIRCam.
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Figure 3: SEDs of the calculated toy disk models in the proposal (black - stellar SED, blue -
observed fluxes, magenta - disk fluxes, green/red - modeled fluxes).
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Figure courtesy Andras Gaspar et al. (NIRCam GTO)

Exoplanet and brown dwarf atmospheres Debris disk dust composition and ices



NIRCam & MIRI Coronagraphy in the JWST Focal Plane
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MIRI filters for coronagraphy

F1
06
5C

F1
14
0C

F1
55
0C

F2
30
0C

NIRCam
SW LW

Teff = 1000 K, log(g) = 3.5 model from Barman et al. 

MIRI

Filter

F1065C Ammonia

F1140C Continuum (planets); Si, PAHs (disks)

F1550C Continuum 

C2300C Continuum, especially for disks

Ammonia feature at 10.65 µm is main spectral 
feature at 5-20 µm for cool exoplanet 
atmospheres (T~ 200-500 K).

Continuum slope from 11.4 - 15.5 measures 
planet temperature.

These filters also suitable for studies of 
circumstellar disks and AGN.



Studying Disk Compositions: Panchromatic Imaging
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F410MNIRCam
SW LW

Teff = 1000 K, log(g) = 3.5 model from Barman et al. 

MIRI

F210M

F356W

F480M

(Simulations by A. Boccaletti)

High contrast at longer wavelengths: 3-5 µm, 10+ µm 

Much deeper sensitivity & wider field of view than AO, superb optical stability 

Options: NIRCam & MIRI coronagraphs, NIRISS AMI, NON-coronagraphic PSF subtraction!
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MIRI SIMULATIONS OF HD181327 
• Simulation from A.Boccaletti 
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Table1

CoronagraphicmodesofMIRI

FilterCoronagraphStoptransmissionCentralwavelengthBandwidthIWARejection
[%][µm][µm][arcsec]on-axis

F1065C4QPM16210.5750.750.33260
F1140C4QPM26211.300.80.36285
F1550C4QPM36215.500.90.49310
F2300CLyotspot7222.755.52.16850
F0560WLyotbar1005.601.150.72210
F0770WLyotbar1007.652.10.7255
F1000WLyotbar1009.951.90.7250

etal.(2005).Thesimulationwasusedformerly
toderivespecificationsoftheMIRIcoronagraphs
andtoestimateperformances.Itaccountsforthe
telescopepupil(18hexagonalsegmentsseparated
bysmallgaps),phaseaberrations(independenton
eachsegments),foratotalof∼130nmRMS(mid
andhighfrequencies)aswellasagloballoworder
aberrationinaformofdefocusequivalentto2mm
atthetelescopefocalplane.Inthepupilplane
(filterwheel),thepositionoftheLyotstopcanbe
mis-alignedsoitwasoffsetby3%thesizeofthe
pupilandincludesalsoa0.5

◦
rotationwithrespect

totheperfectpupilorientation.Thesenumbers
aresupposedtobeconservative.Tomodelthe
telescopepointingvariationsthecalculationofthe
coronagraphicimageisrepeated200timeswitha
1-sigmadispersionof7masandallrealizationare
summedintheend.Areferencestarimageiscal-
culatedsimultaneously(samesetupasthetarget)
butconsideringdifferentjitterrealizations.We
assumethatthetarget/referencedutycyclecan
beshortenoughtoneglectthevariationofthe
wavefronterrorsandconsiderthatthetargetto
referencemismatchisdrivenbythepointingpre-
cisionof5mas(theJWSTpointingrequirement
at1-sigma/axis).Finally,severaloff-axisimages
(PSFs)aregeneratedinthefieldatvariousposi-
tions(0.1”,0.2”,0.5”,1”,10”)toaccountforthe
coronagraphicradialattenuation(seeFig.1).

Forbroadbandfilters(anyfiltersbutF1065C,
F1140C,F1550C)polychromaticimagesaregen-
eratedaccordingtothetabulatedtransmissionof
thesefilters.Threetypesofcoronagraphsare
madeavailableinthesimulation,the4QPMand
theLyotspotmaskforcoronagraphicfilters,and
theLyotbarmaskforimagingfilters.Inthelat-
tercase,thecentralsourceisoffsetby6”from
thecenterofthefield.Rawcoronagraphiccon-

Fig.2.—Normalizednoise-freecontrastsobtained
inF1140C(red)andF1550C(blue)filterson
thePSF(solid)andtherawcoronagraphicimage
(dashed).Estimated5σcontrastsusingreference
starsubtractionarealsoshown(dash-dotted).

trasts(azimuthallyaveraged),correspondingto
thefirststepofthesimulation(freeofdetec-
tionnoises)areshowninFig.2,togetherwith
5σpost-processingcontrastsoncereferencestar
issubtractedwhichsetsthemaximumachievable
contrastwiththistechnique.Sincethen,several
smarterpost-processingtechniqueswereproposed
(Lafrenièreetal.2007;Soummeretal.2012)and
shouldbeimplementedinMIRItoimprovethis
limitofdetection.Therefore,thecontrastper-
formancepresentedinthispaperareconservative.
Theexactprofilesofthecoronagraphicimageswill
bedependingonthepowerspectrumdensityofthe
wavefronterrors,whichisyetdifficulttopredict.

Thesecondpartofthesimulationincludesthe
detectionnoise.Thephotonnoiseinthecorona-
graphicimagedependsonthestardistanceand
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NIRCAM SIMULATIONS OF HD 181327 

J. LEBRETON            -            DETAILED MODELS OF A SAMPLE OF DEBRIS DISKS            -             SF2A 03/06/14 

•  Realistic disk model + J.Krist performance model, including PSF 
subtraction and 5 nm of WFE drift between target & reference 
Star-only Disk subtracted 
 
 
 
4.44 µm, no-noise 

Water ice > 

Colors, albedos, phase 
functions 
of scattering particles,
Ices at 3.3 µm

Silicates at 10-11 µmE.G.: HD 181327

(Simulations by J. Lebreton)

(HST C. Stark)



NIRCam Coronagraphy: sensitivity!!!

4-5 µm

Adapted/updated from Beichman et al. 2010

NIRCam expected 
contrasts:  
 below 10-5 at 1”,  
10-7 at 4”



MIRI Coronagraphy: expected contrasts

10-15 µm

with PCA PSF subtraction 
using small grid dithered reference library 

Lajoie et al. 2015

Adapted/updated from Beichman et al. 2010

MIRI contrasts: 
 10-4 to 10-5  
for r > 1”



JWST/NIRISS Aperture Masking Interferometry (AMI)

NIRISS

133''

Non Redundant Mask Fourier Space

7 holes
21 baselines
Measure: 
• Fringe visibilities
• Fourier phases

FT
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NIRISS Aperture Masking Results (Keck)

Wolf Rayet 104 or “Pinwheel Nebula”
Reconstructed images over > 6 years

Tuthill (photo), Monnier,
Danchi 1999

Potential protoplanet LkCa 15 b

Kraus & Ireland 2012



NIRISS AMI Predicted Performances

Simulation 
~1-2 MJup planet @ 1 AU

around M0V host at 10 pc 
Observing time: 3 hr
(credit: NIRISS IDT)

Probe separations of ~40 to 400 mas 
At contrast of up to 9 mag 
Filters: F380M, F430M, F480M, (and F277W)

AMI Talk and exercises led by Deepashri Thatte later in this session



HCI Roadmap Walkthrough



JDox: the documentation platform: web-based, agile, integrated

jwst-docs.stsci.edu

http://jwst-docs.stsci.edu


The HCI Roadmap article 

jwst-docs.stsci.edu/methods-and-roadmaps/jwst-
high-contrast-imaging/jwst-high-contrast-

imaging-roadmap
OPEN

https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/methods-and-roadmaps/jwst-high-contrast-imaging/jwst-high-contrast-imaging-roadmap
https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/methods-and-roadmaps/jwst-high-contrast-imaging/jwst-high-contrast-imaging-roadmap
https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/methods-and-roadmaps/jwst-high-contrast-imaging/jwst-high-contrast-imaging-roadmap
https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/methods-and-roadmaps/jwst-high-contrast-imaging/jwst-high-contrast-imaging-roadmap


NIR to MIR Coronagraphy & Aperture Masking: Ground & Space
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Proposal Planning Tools 
& HCI Resources



From an astrophysical idea to a result

END TO END PIPELINE

ANALYSIS
Quick Look

Third Party SW POST
PROCESSING
Third party SW

SCIENCE 
CASE

OPTIMIZATION
& FEEDBACK

OBSERVATION 
PLANNING

CVT
ETC and/or extensions

APT
PSF Subtraction strategy

DOCUMENTATION
JDOX

Pocket Guide
etc. DATA 

SIMULATION
MIRAGE

STIPS, etc.

DATA 
TAKING

After launch 

CALIBRATIONS

BACKEND
REFERENCES

FILES

OPERATIONSFRONTEND

ARCHIVE
MAST



Why do we recommend two rolls plus a PSF calibrator?

Factors degrading PSF calibration and subtraction
Wavefront drifts of the observatory
PSF star color differences
Self-subtraction biases (esp. for disks)
Imperfect target acquisitions
Line-of-sight jitter and dynamic wavefront error

W
av

ef
ro

nt
 E

rro
r

Simulation for wavefront error vs time during maintenance

Corrections needed

Time in weeks  
See Gersh-Range & Perrin, 2014

Expect Hubble-like stability: 
small wavefront changes driven by temperature drifts

Changes in sun pitch angle will cause  
small changes in OTE temperature (< 1 K), but  
very slowly (predicted time constant ~ 5 to 9 days).

By scheduling science and PSF calibration 
observations back-to-back, wavefront drifts 
should be minimized. (predicted to be 
negligible; sub-nm). 

Performance and stability will not truly be 
known until measurements in flight.



Why do we recommend two rolls plus a PSF calibrator?

Observing science target at 2 rolls has proven highly effective with HST. 
Allows PSF subtraction at nearly same spacecraft attitude (for wavefront stability), eliminates 
stellar color mismatch terms, increases efficiency (PSF calibrator is also more science data), 
and helps mitigate detector artifacts. 
 
However, this comes at the cost of introducing self-subtraction biases, especially given the 
limited available roll (~10º max) of JWST. 

For robustness, we conservatively advocate PSF calibration via both ADI+RDI.

Factors degrading PSF calibration and subtraction
Wavefront drifts of the observatory
PSF star color differences
Self-subtraction biases (esp. for disks)
Imperfect target acquisitions
Line-of-sight jitter and dynamic wavefront error



Why do we recommend two rolls plus a PSF calibrator?

Target acq is required for all coronagraphy.
Expected precision is very good (~ few mas)  

but residuals still matter. 

All coronagraphs are sensitive to misalignments; 
MIRI FQPMs more sensitive than NIRCam Lyot corons.

 Simulated small grid dither PS subtraction
Lajoie et al. 2106

Classical
subtraction:

3x3 small  
grid dither:

Factors degrading PSF calibration and subtraction
Wavefront drifts of the observatory
PSF star color differences
Self-subtraction biases (esp. for disks)
Imperfect target acquisitions
Line-of-sight jitter and dynamic wavefront error

Optional:   
Perform sub pixel dithers of the PSF star to build mini 
PSF reference library, then synthesize an optimal PSF 
that matches the target  
position precisely. “Small Grid Dithers”.   
 
>10x contrast improvement for MIRI,  
3-5x improvement for NIRCam. 

Cost: 5-9x longer PSF star exposure times.



Towards the generation of realistic datasets : impact of slew

Perrin et al. SPIE 2018 Brooks et al. #AAS233



Towards the generation of realistic datasets : impact of slew

Perrin et al. SPIE 2018 Brooks et al. #AAS233



ETC: Exposure Time Calculator: now at v1.5 (soon 1.6)

https://jwst.etc.stsci.edu/

https://jwst.etc.stsci.edu/


ETC for Coronagraphy: PSF subtraction from a reference star

jwst.etc.stsci
.edu

Example feature:  
Expand SNR  
through filters 

http://jwst-docs.stsci.edu
http://jwst-docs.stsci.edu


ETC for Coronagraphy: PSF subtraction from a reference star

jwst.etc.stsci
.edu

Example feature:  
Expand SNR  
through filters 

http://jwst-docs.stsci.edu
http://jwst-docs.stsci.edu


ETC for Coronagraphy: Limitations for High Contrast Imaging

Pre-computed PSF library from WebbPSF with a discrete number of angular separations (sparse spatial 
sampling)  

➜ Calculations can be inaccurate in the speckle limited regime (close to the coronagraphs, typically at separations < 1”)

ETC does not account for spectral mismatch (only photometrically) of the PSF reference star
ETC supposes a perfect centering (target acquisition) of all stars

➜ Calculations can be optimistic

PSF calculations “on the fly” are time consuming: can be done in command line with Pandeia engine or with 
PanCAKE (not yet fully supported)

✦ Custom small grid dithers and positioning 
✦ Custom spectral sampling
✦ Custom field of view

The ETC PSF subtraction strategies assume the same detector readout parameters for all stars in a workbook
➜ If one wants to use a brighter reference star, several ETC workbooks are needed

The ETC cannot inject ring like features or disks 

Can be done with pyNRC (not supported by STScI) https://pynrc.readthedocs.io

https://github.com/spacetelescope/
pandeia-coronagraphy

https://pynrc.readthedocs.io
https://github.com/spacetelescope/pandeia-coronagraphy
https://github.com/spacetelescope/pandeia-coronagraphy


ETC extensions: PanCAKE (STScI) & pyNRC (NIRCam IDT)

Can call WebbPSF “on the fly” 
custom PSF grids/dithers, FoV, spectral sampling, more precise extractions 

Several coronagraphic specific functions 
Contrast curves 

Currently improving the scene compatibility with ETC UI and outputs

Van Gorkom, York, Perrin, Girard

github.com/spacetelescope/pandeia-coronagraphy

pyNRCCheck also (disks)!

Leisenring

https://github.com/spacetelescope/pandeia-coronagraphy


Coronagraphy

Example Science Programs



Example Science Program: deep imaging of the ! Pic debris disk

Smith & Terrile 1984

Lagrange et al. 2009, 2010

MULTIBAND IMAGES OF DISK AROUND β PICTORIS 19

FIG. 2.— Multiband HRC images of the disk around β Pic after subtraction of the stellar PSF, but before deconvolution of the “off-spot” PSF. The panels show
27.′′2 × 8.′′3 sections of the F435W (B), F606W (Broad V ), and F814W (Broad I) images. The image sections have been rotated so that the northeast extension
of the disk appears to the left of each panel and the midplane of the outer disk (radius ! 100 AU) is horizontal. Each color-coded panel shows the logarithm of
the disk’s surface brightness relative to the star’s brightness in that bandpass. The irregular, blackened regions near the center of each panel reflect imperfect PSF
subtraction around the occulting spot, especially along the direction of the occulting finger, which is beyond the exhibited FOV.

Golimowski et al. 2006
Telesco et al. 2005

 Goals: Characterize the archetypal debris disk around Beta Pic with deep imaging in multiple 
filters across JWST’s entire wavelength range.  
Measure disk structure, composition, and interactions with planets. Test for presence of water and 
CO2 ices, and of organic tholins (like on Titan). Measure color variations and asymmetries across the 
disk. Probe thermal emission from both the warm inner belt and outer cooler main disk.  
Obtain a comprehensive legacy dataset on this target, for analysis alongside similar data 
on several other debris disks from the NIRCam and MIRI GTO programs.  
  (note, observing the known planet Beta Pic b is not a goal of this program given its projected separation in 2019.)

https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu#35, soon on 

https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu


Example Science Program: Beta Pictoris debris disk

Which coronagraphs and filters?  
- NIRCam, 6 medium band filters for disk composition: 1.82, 2.10 in SW; 2.5, 3.0, 3.3, 4.1 in LW.   

Use round coronagraphs for full azimuthal coverage (MASK210R and MASK335R). 
- MIRI, F1550C (for warm inner disk) and F2300C (for cooler outer disk). 

Observing strategy and PSF subtraction?
- Standard sequence, ADI+RDI.  
- One of the brightest disks in the sky; a relatively easy target. Does not need small grid dithers. 

Exposure times?
- Obtain consistent dataset with NIRCam & MIRI GTO observations of several other disks;  

therefore adopted fixed deep exposures per filter list rather than optimizing to source specifics. 
- 20 minutes per filter per roll for NIRCam; 30 minutes for MIRI.  
- Note, for NIRCam can take multiple filters on same coronagraph after one target acq;  

MIRI needs to switch coronagraph and do target acq for every filter change.



Choosing a PSF star for Beta Pic

Science target: Beta Pic.     Spectral Type A6, K mag = 3.48.        05 47 -51 03

PSF reference: Alpha Pic.   Spectral Type A8, K mag = 2.57.        06 48 -61 56

• This time we can take a shortcut for picking a PSF calibrator star:

Why did we pick Alpha Pic? 
- Successfully used as PSF reference in many HST observations.  
- Close match in spectral type, nearby, 1 mag brighter, known single star. 



Beta Pic observing program overall

Observe 
Science Target
NIRCam SW

(4800 s)

Observe 
Science Target
NIRCam LW

(7700 s)

Slew to
PSF star

Slew to  
target

(1800 s)

Observe 
Science Target

F1550C
(3600 s)

Roll 
Observatory

~10º

Program total time is dominated by overheads. (8.7 hr science time, 18.5 hr total charged). 

Could save a little time if we minimized slews (reorder to group all PSF star obs at end), but that would 
increase time delay between some science visits + their PSF reference by over 5 hrs; we opted against this 
trade. 

Notes, need to set orientation constraints to avoid the disk major axis landing along any FQPM quadrant 
boundaries.  
Preferred is ~ 45º relative to the MIRI FQPM axes (loose tolerance). 

Roll 
Observatory

~10º

Observe 
Science Target
NIRCam SW

(4800 s)

Observe 
Science Target
NIRCam LW

(7700 s)

Observe 
PSF star

NIRCam SW
(4800 s)

Observe 
Science Target
NIRCam LW

(7700 s)

Slew 
back to
Target

Observe 
Science Target

F2300C
(3600 s)

Observe 
Science Target

F1550C
(3600 s)

Observe 
Science Target

F2300C
(3600 s)

Slew to
PSF star

Observe 
PSF star
F1550C
(3600 s)

Observe 
PSF star
F2300C
(3600 s)



Example Science Program: Characterizing the Brown Dwarf GJ758 

~700 K, methane-rich brown dwarf. 

Nearly edge-on orbit.  
Radial velocity trends will yield 
dynamical mass. 
Host star is G9, 19 pc distant.

Project 1640 Observations of Brown Dwarf GJ 758B 11

Table 4
Derived properties for GJ 758B

Property GJ 758B

Spectral type T7.0±1
E↵ective temperature, Te↵ 741±25K
Surface gravity, log g 4.3±0.5 dex (cgs)
Mass, M (inferred) 40–50MJup
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BT−Settl13 model best−fit to P1640 data
SpeX Prism T6 standard J1624+0029
SpeX Prism T7 standard J0727+1710
SpeX Prism T8 standard J0415−0935
Gemini/NIRI Y filter range
Gemini/NIRI J filter range
Gemini/NIRI H filter range
Gemini/NIRI J, H, CH4s, and Kc photometry (Janson et al. 2011)
Gemini/NIRI CH4l photometry upper limit (Janson et al. 2011)
P1640 spectrum scaled to Gemini/NIRI J photometry
P1640 Y photometry scaled to Gemini/NIRI J photometry
P1640 J photometry scaled to Gemini/NIRI J photometry
P1640 H photometry scaled to Gemini/NIRI J photometry

Figure 10. The obtained P1640 spectrum and derivedYJH fluxes
scaled by a factor found from matching Gemini/NIRI MKO J band
photometry with corresponding J flux from P1640. Observed spec-
trum is shown in black, derived Y JH fluxes in blue, green, and
red, respectively (with thin horizontal bars showing the filter band-
width). Previous photometry from Janson et al. (2011) is shown in
cyan. The lines show the BT-Settl13 model and the SpeX Prism
Library spectral type standards best-fit to the P1640 spectrum.

fits to low-resolution near-IR spectra are still unreliable
for independent age confirmation (see also Rice et al.
2015). Based on COND03 evolutionary models (Bara↵e
et al. 2003) for the temperature of the companion and
age of the primary star, we infer a mass of 40–50MJup

for GJ 758B. The derived properties of GJ 758B are sum-
marized in Table 4.
Although not included in our modeling, due to the dif-

ficulty and large uncertainties involved in deriving abso-
lute fluxes from this particular P1640 dataset, we plot
previous photometry from Janson et al. (2011) together
with our data and spectral fits in Fig. 10. The P1640 data
have been scaled to the Gemini/NIRI J band photom-
etry, by calculating the corresponding P1640 flux from
multiplication of the spectrum with the MKO J filter
transmission curve, integrating over the bandwidth, and
matching the two flux densities. As can be seen in the
figure, the resulting P1640 H band flux also essentially
overlaps with that of Janson et al. (2011). The spec-
trum of GJ 758B is not well-matched by other empirical
data of similar objects, specifically T6–T8 SpeX Prism
standards, especially in the H band peak near 1.58µm.
Kc data at 2.1µm does not seem to be a discriminator
for spectral type, but such longer wavelength data (in-
cluding L

0 and Ms, Janson et al. 2011, not shown in fig-
ure) will be important in establishing log g, Te↵, [Fe/H],
and cloud cover from current (e.g., Morley et al. 2012;
Saumon et al. 2012; Allard 2014) and future improved
atmospheric models.

5.2.3. Atmospheric composition

One of the main drivers for obtaining spectra of sub-
stellar companions to stars is the prospect of not only de-
termining global characteristics, like Te↵ , log g, and M⇤,
but also say something about the chemical composition of
their atmospheres. Multi-band photometry of GJ 758B
by Janson et al. (2011) suggested clear methane (CH4)
absorption, which is to be expected in T dwarfs, with ever
stronger absorption for cooler objects. Our spectrum
clearly confirms the presence of CH4, with a deep absorp-
tion feature beyond 1600 nm, and possibly absorption su-
perimposed on H2O features at shorter wavelengths in
our range. No other molecular species are identified, but
the location of the most prominent molecular absorption
bands in the P1640 wavelength range (NH3 and C2H2)
are included for reference, and plotted together with the
combined spectrum, calculated as the weighted average
with mean errors, in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11. A normalized weighted average spectrum of GJ 758B
with weighted error bars, shown together with the expected loca-
tion of molecular absorption bands in this wavelength range. There
is clearly strong absorption of CH4 in the atmosphere, as expected
for a cool T dwarf, while no identification of other molecular species
is implied.

5.3. Prediction of radial velocity (RV) trend

We use our new mass estimate of GJ 758B, together
with the 68% confidence bounds on the orbital parame-
ters given in Janson et al. (2011), to make a rough es-
timate of the possibly observable RV trend of GJ 758.
From Kepler’s laws we find that the star’s velocity in or-
bit around the system’s barycenter can be approximated
by:

V⇤ ⇡ M

M⇤

r
GM⇤
a

. (1)

For a companion mass M in the range of 40–50MJup,
and orbital parameters (semimajor axis a, inclination i,
and period P ) from Table 2 in Janson et al. (2011), we
get a maximum RV amplitude,

Vobs = V⇤ sin i, (2)

equal to 214m s�1 for an orbital period of 170 years, and
53m s�1 for a period of 843 years. Based on weighted
median parameters we obtain 132m s�1 for a period of
299 yr. This implies a change in observed RV of GJ 758
with between 2.52 and 0.13m s�1 per year for the 68%
confidence interval, or 0.88m s�1 per year for median

See: 
Thalmann et al. 2009 
Currie et al. 2010 
Jansson et al. 2011 
Nilsson et al. 2017  

Program goals:  
Characterize the atmosphere of this cool benchmark brown dwarf at long wavelengths.  

Measure effective temperature and atmospheric ammonia absorption.   
Compare to atmospheres of field brown dwarfs. Combine with existing shorter wavelength 
data to retrieve atmospheric properties in detail.

#21, not on JDox (PDF of provided)



Example Science Program: Characterizing the Brown Dwarf GJ 

Which coronagraphs?  
- MIRI, all 3 FQPMs. To get continuum fluxes, temperature, and ammonia absorption. 

Observing strategy and PSF subtraction?
- Standard sequence, 2 rolls science + PSF star, repeat for each FQPM filter. 
- Extrapolating from NIR data, companion contrast is moderate ~ 10-4 at 10 µm.  

But edge-on orbit will move it inward to projected separation of 1” by 2019.  
- Therefore use small grid dither on PSF star to optimize contrast close to the star. 

Exposure times?
- Upload to ETC a model spectrum fit to NIR data; normalize to available K band photometry. 
- Setup ETC scene with target star, companion, reference star. Calculate exposure times.  

See splinter session for details!  
- Calculated that just a few hundred s yields very high SNR at 10.6 & 11.4 µm.  

15 µm is much harder due to increased thermal background, needs longer integration.



Thermal background matters at the longest wavelengths

Thermal background rises significantly 
beyond 15 µm 
from primary mirror & sunshield thermal 
emission.

Limiting factor for MIRI F1550C and F2300C 
coronagraphy; less significant for all other 
filters.  

This is included in the background model 
used by the JWST ETC.



Choosing a PSF REFEERENCE star for GJ 758

Why did we pick HD 190360? 
- Relatively near by (~9 deg separation.) 
- Close match in spectral type (not as critical at MIRI wavelengths but still good to 

have) 
- 0.4 mag brighter (allows shorter exposure time on PSF star, which helps reduce cost 

of taking 
PSF observation 9x in small grid dither pattern.) 

- We’re 100% certain it’s not a binary. (known RV planet host star with extensive 
observations that rule out binarity).

Science target: GJ 758.         Spectral Type G9, K mag = 4.49.        19 23 + 33 13

PSF reference: HD 190360.   Spectral Type G7, K mag = 4.08.        20 03 + 29 53

• Science target is quite bright; needs similarly bright PSF reference for comparable exposure times.

• Relatively few 4th mag stars, hence small set to choose from. Here’s what we picked:



GJ 758 b observing program overall
Observe 

Science Target
F1065C
(1800 s)

Observe 
Science Target

F1065C
(1800 s)

Roll 
Observatory

~10º

Observe 
PSF star, small 
grid. F1065C

(3400 s)

Slew to  
target

(1800 s)

Observe 
Science Target

F1140C
(1800 s)

Observe 
Science Target

F1140C
(1800 s)

Slew to
PSF star

Observe 
PSF star, small 
grid. F1140C

(3400 s)

Observe 
Science Target

F1550C
(2400 s)

Observe 
Science Target

F1550C
(2400 s)

Observe 
PSF star, small 
grid. F1550C

(5000 s)

F1065C:  
270 s per exposure

F1140C:  
270 s exposure

F1140C:  
720 s exposure

Program total time is dominated by overheads: slews, target acqs, etc.   (2 hr science time, 7.25 hr total charged). 

Reordering visits can (slightly) trade efficiency against closeness in time of PSF calibrators; how this is handled by 
APT’s “Smart Accounting” is still in flux.   

Notes, need to set orientation constraints to avoid the companion landing along any FQPM quadrant boundaries. 



The HR 8799 Science Use Case

Face on system (faint debris disk) 

4 planets with mass < 8 MJup 

b at 1.7” is the faintest 

b c d e are all doable with NIRCam 
Coronagraphy 

b & c can be done with MIRI 4QFM 
coronagraph 

e can be attempted with NIRISS/AMI

#36, not on JDox (PDF of draft provided)



Example Science Program: the HR8799 4-planet system

discovered by Marois, here Currie et al. 2014

Coronagraph Visibility Tool (CVT)

Setting special 
requirements  
for position angles



Example Science Program 1: the HR8799 4-planet system
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Example Science Program 1: the HR8799 4-planet system

1”
c
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d

e

size 
2.16”!!!



Example Science Program 1: the HR8799 4-planet system

1”
c

b

d

e

IWA~0.64”



NIRCam Coronagraphy: bar coronagraphs (wedge occulters)

Fiducial Pointing 
Override

Smallest  IWA
With LW bar



Example Science Program #36 & NIRCam Coronagraphs 

Note: All compass axes should be (N, E) not (V3, V2)Credit: J. Leisenring (pyNRC, U. Of Arizona)



NIR to MIR Coronagraphy & Aperture Masking: Ground & Space
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Extra Slides, Extra Resources



Help Desk

jwsthelp.stsci.edu

http://jwsthelp.stsci.edu


Proposal Planning Workshop: material, presentations
https://jwst.stsci.edu/events

https://jwst.stsci.edu/events


It’s Thursday, last time to check out our booth! 
AAS booth, JWST pocket Guide



Approved programs on MAST: example of ERS #1386 (Hinkley)

https://mast.stsci.edu



4 Ideas which aren’t always true

Coronagraphy is the only way to perform & achieve high contrast imaging

Coronagraphy & high contrast imaging do not concern extragalactic science 

Images from space are sharper

Coronagraphic observing strategies & data (post-)processing are for experts



4 “Take Home” from this talk!

Coronagraphy is NOT the only way to perform & achieve high contrast imaging
Moderate to high contrasts can be achieved with other techniques (Imaging, IFU, AMI)

Coronagraphy & high contrast imaging do not concern extragalactic science 

Images from space are sharper, in general (HST “trademark”) 
6.5 to 40-meter class ground based facilities with (x)AO can provide better FWHM  in some 

cases (rather bright objects) but with a limited FoV, stability & sensitivity, unlike NIRCam

Coronagraphic observing strategies & data (post-)processing are not just for experts
At STScI , the CWG works in synergy with other working groups & divisions, the IDTs and 

the general community to provide the best possible support 



Pipeline for coronagraphy

Pipeline/Step Command line iPython + modules (run method) iPython + classes (call method)

Detector1 strun calwebb_detector1.cfg <file> from jwst.pipeline import calwebb_detector1 from jwst.pipeline import Detector1Pipeline

Image2 strun calwebb_image2.cfg <file> from jwst.pipeline import calwebb_image2 from jwst.pipeline import Image2Pipeline

Image3 strun calwebb_image3.cfg <file> from jwst.pipeline import calwebb_image3 from jwst.pipeline import Image3Pipeline

Spec2 strun calwebb_spec2.cfg <file> from jwst.pipeline import calwebb_spec2 from jwst.pipeline import Spec2Pipeline

Spec3 strun calwebb_spec3.cfg <file> from jwst.pipeline import calwebb_spec3 from jwst.pipeline import Spec3Pipeline

Coron3 strun calwebb_coron3.cfg <file> from jwst.pipeline import calwebb_coron3 from jwst.pipeline import Coron3Pipeline

DQ Initialization strun dq_init.cfg <file> from jwst.dq_init import dq_init_step from jwst.dq_init import DQInitStep

Assign WCS strun assign_wcs.cfg <file> from jwst.assign_wcs import assign_wcs_step from jwst.assign_wcs import AssignWcsStep

jwst-docs.stsci.edu/display/JDAT/CALWEBB_CORON3

http://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/display/JDAT/CALWEBB_CORON3
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http://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/display/JDAT/CALWEBB_CORON3


Changing attitude

1. Update observatory 
pointing and roll

2. Let disturbances settle

3. Reacquire guide star
✦Fine guide (always)
✦Track (>0.06")
✦Acquisition (>25")
✦ Identification (new visit)

Reference star & overheads: slew, settle, reacquire guide star



ETC: Finding the best exposure parameters
Selecting the optimal combination of 
readout pattern, ngroups, nints and 
nexps is a trade-off
✦ More frames decreases read noise
✦ Shorter groups increases data volume
✦ Longer groups increases the chance of 

a cosmic ray hit during the group
✦ Shorter integrations make ramp fits 

more uncertain in the presence of non-
linearity

✦ More dithered exposures decreases 
flat field errors (not currently modeled 
by ETC!)

✦ Patterns that skip a lot of frames have 
higher read noise, but have slightly 
better duty cycle
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Data Volume
Increases with faster readouts



APT 27.3
www.stsci.edu/scientific-community/software/

astronomers-proposal-tool-apt

http://www.stsci.edu/scientific-community/software/astronomers-proposal-tool-apt
http://www.stsci.edu/scientific-community/software/astronomers-proposal-tool-apt


Technical Documents / Coronagraphy, AMI

https://jwst.stsci.edu/instrumentation/technical-documents

https://jwst.stsci.edu/instrumentation/technical-documents

